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Developmental Coach of the Year Award 
 
Dear Presidents and Club Board Members,   
 
The Board of Swim Manitoba is now accepting nominations for ‘Developmental Coach of the Year’ for 
the upcoming 2022 Swim Banquet. 
 
The criteria for Developmental Coach of the Year states: 
“The Developmental Coach of the Year Award is based on activity over the last twelve months 
(September 2021), is presented to the Coach for achieving excellence in developing athletes, promoting 
swimming as a sport for life, and inspiring athletes to attain the highest level of individual success.”  
 
Among the criteria, the committee will consider those:  

• The coach needs to have at least one swimmer qualified for Canadian Western or Canadian 
Junior Championships;  

• The performance of their swimmers in the different championships;  
• The number of qualifiers and new qualifiers for the Canadian Western and Canadian Junior 

Championships;  
• Any exceptional achievement will be taken into consideration. 

 
The award will be presented based on nominations received from individual clubs. Nominations will be 
accepted by Swim Manitoba by filling and returning the page 2 of this document until September 
23rd, 2022.  At that time depending on the number of nominations received, the potential award pool 
will be reduced to a short list of potential award recipients. Each of these potential award recipients 
will be invited to the SNM Awards reception. 
 
Nominations for the Developmental Coach of the Year Award will be accepted from the Club, Coaches, 
Swimmers and Parents. In other words, if there is a coach in the province deserving of recognition, it is 
hoped that one of these stakeholders will recognize their contribution and put their name forward. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Andrea Tétrault 
Advancement Committee 
Swim Manitoba 
 
Nominations to be emailed to:  swim@sportmanitoba.ca  Subject line:  AWARDS 2022  
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Developmental Coach of the Year Award 

Application Form 

Coach’s Name: _____________________________________________ 

1. If you were asked in conversation to describe this coach what would you say (in two 
sentences or less) 

 
 
2. Why specifically was this coach nominate (Max 5 sentences) 

 
 
3. Describe the group of swimmers the coach is coaching 

 
 
4. Summarize the performance of their swimmers in the different championships; 

 
 
5. Number of qualifiers and new qualifiers for the Canadian Western and Canadian Junior 

Championships;  

 
 
6. Explain any exceptional achievement 
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